
CS 330 Homework
Wasd

1 Overview

Your responsibility in this homework is to learn about lambdas, thread pools, and Ruby’s take on
object-oriented programming. You will do this in the context of writing a first-person raycaster, a
technique pioneered by John Carmack and id Software. One of the first blockbuster games to use
raycasting was Wolfenstein 3D, a World War II-themed DOS game released in 1992. One episode
was distributed freely as shareware; you could mail in $50 (plus $4 shipping and handling) to get
all six. Our version will have no Nazis, no theme, no goal, and no cost. Figure 1 shows a screenshot
of the reference implementation.

Before diving into the particulars of the homework, let’s discuss the algorithms and architecture
at a higher level.

Figure 1: A screenshot of the Wasd raycaster. The minimap in the top-left corner is an instructor-
provided debugging overlay showing the maze the player is navigating.

1.1 Raycasting

The raycasting algorithm can be summarized compactly in pseudocode:

to draw frame
for each column of pixels in player's field of view

compute angle of column away from line of sight
compute ray by rotating line of sight by angle
walk along ray until we hit a wall
draw vertical line for column inversely scaled by distance to wall

The fewer steps it takes to reach a wall, the taller the wall line in that column of pixels. The more,
the shorter. This scaling gives the scene perspective.
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To compute the distance from the player to the wall, we use a digital differential analyzer
algorithm. DDA algorithms walk a continuous line that has been overlaid across a discrete 2D grid,
turning the continuous line into a finite set of pixels. One may use such an algorithm to draw
approximations of lines on an image or to efficiently walk a gridded world looking for collisions with
rays. We have provided an implementation of this algorithm that you may use in the raycasting
algorithm.

1.2 Thread Pool

Compared to many other rendering algorithms, raycasting is considerably fast. It’s a per-column
algorithm instead of per-pixel. Since each column is computed independently, why not compute
these columns in parallel? One could take this approach to parallelize the rendering of a window
that’s 1000 pixels wide across 10 threads, for example:

nthreads = 10
ncolumns = 1000
ncolumns per thread = ncolumns / nthreads

to draw frame
for i to nthreads

thread i's first column = i * ncolumns per thread
start thread to raycast starting at its first column

The problem with this approach is that a lot of time is spent starting up threads. New threads are
born on each frame, only to die at its end. We could have reused those threads in the next frame!
Instead, let’s create one fixed pool of threads that live as long as the program. To do this, we must
decouple the thread from its job. We’ll create a generic job queue, and each thread will simply pull
a task off the queue when it is ready to do some work.

Our thread pool then must manage two things: a list of threads and a list of jobs that the
threads will pick off and execute. The pool might look something like this:

class Pool
to initialize n

create empty queue of jobs
create and start n threads

end

to schedule job
enqueue job

end
end

And each thread might look something like this:

class Thread
to run

until thread hears otherwise
dequeue job from jobs
execute job

end
end

end

This pool reduces the resource footprint of our raycasting algorithm considerably:
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create pool of n threads

to draw frame
for each column of pixels in player's field of view

enqueue in pool the raycast for this column

2 Requirements

In order to complete this homework, you must satisfy these requirements:

1. Place all code in directory <YOUR-REPOSITORY>/wasd.

2. All code must be written in JRuby and must run on thing-0[456]. You’ll need a version of
JRuby that supports recent changes to the MiniTest library used by the grader. Using RVM,
one can install a recent version with rvm install jruby-9.0.

3. Write classes Vector2, World, Player, ThreadPool, and Wasd, described below.

4. Write a map input file. Share your map and a screenshot of your WASD program traversing
your map on Piazza under the folder wasd_share.

2.1 Vector2

Write class Vector2 in file vector2.rb. This class represents an immutable 2D coordinate. It has
the following public interface:

• Method initialize, which accepts the coordinate’s x- and y-components.

• Method + and -, which accept a second Vector2 as a parameter. The former returns the
component-wise sum of this vector with the other, and the latter the difference. Both return
a new vector. For example, Vector2.new(10, 5) - Vector2.new(3, -1) → (7, 6).

• Method * and /, which accept a scalar parameter. The former performs a scalar multiplication
of this vector, and the latter a scalar division. Both return a new vector. For example,
Vector2.new(10, 5) * 0.5 → (5, 2.5).

• Method normalize, which returns a new vector having the same direction as this one, but
having unit length. A unit-length vector can be produced by scalar-dividing its components
by the vector’s overall length.

• Method rotate, which accepts a number of degrees as a parameter. It rotates this vector
by the specified number of degrees and returns the result as a new vector. Use the following
equations to rotate:

x′ = x ∗ cos θ − y ∗ sin θ
y′ = x ∗ sin θ + y ∗ cos θ
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2.2 World

Write class World in file world.rb. This class represents a 2D map of the world that can be explored.
It has the following public interface:

• Method initialize, which accepts as a string a path to world file. The file has the following
format, with each token separated by whitespace:

ncolumns nrows
startX startY
lookatX lookatY
cell00 cell10 cell20 ...
cell01 cell11 cell21 ...
...

The player starts at position (startX, startY). The player is looking along direction (lookatX,
lookatY). The components of these two vectors can be assumed to be numbers, but they may
not be integers. For instance, to start in the middle of cell (1, 1), the starting position is (1.5,
1.5). Some example maps are provided in specs/grade_wasd/maps.

The cell values are either 0 representing a passage or some positive integer representing a wall.
We don’t restrict ourselves to a binary scheme, because you may wish to create differing wall
types. For example, red walls might be 1, blue ones 2, green ones 3, etc.

Assume the linebreaks appear as shown in the template above. The file can be parsed very
succinctly with gets, split, and map.

• Getters for the world’s start position and lookat direction as Vector2s and width and
height as integers. Use Ruby’s attr_reader to generate these automatically from instance
variables.

• The subscript ([]) operator, which accepts a column and a row as parameters. It returns the
cell’s integer type, or -1 if the cell is out of bounds.

• Method is_passage that accepts a Vector2 as a parameter. It checks the cell at the given
location (truncated to whole numbers) and returns true if it’s a passage, having cell type 0.
Otherwise, it returns false.

2.3 Player

Write class Player in file player.rb. This class represents a first-person controller. It has the
following public interface:

• Method initialize, whose parameters are a World instance and a real number field of view.
It sets up the player to be positioned at the world’s starting position and looking along the
world’s starting line of sight.

• Getters for the player’s position, field of view, and line of sight. Use attr_reader to automate
their generation. Make sure they have these names: position, fov, and lookat.

• Method right, which returns the vector pointing to the player’s right. This can be computed
by rotating the player’s line of sight by -90 degrees. This method will be useful to aid in
strafing.
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• Method rotate, whose parameter is the number of degrees to rotate. It rotates the player’s
line of sight by the specified number of degrees. Since Vector2 is immutable, you can’t change
the currently line of sight vector. You will need to overwrite the old line of sight with a newly
computed version.

• Method strafe, whose parameter is the number of units to move. It tries to move the player
along its right axis the specified distance. If doing so would lead the player into a wall, no
movement occurs. Vector addition and scalar multiplication are handy here.

• Method advance, whose parameter is the number of units to move. This method is similar to
strafe, but it tries to move the player along its line of sight.

2.4 Wasd, Part 1

Write class Wasd in file wasd.rb. This class represents the GUI for the first-person walkthrough.
We break up its specification in two parts. It has the following public interface:

• Subclass of JFrame.

• Mixes in the Utilities module defined in the provided utilities.rb. Copy this file from
the specs/grade_wasd directory.

• Method initialize having these parameters: a player instance and a world instance. Capture
these two as instance variables named @player and @world. Also create a BufferedImage
instance variable named @buffer. You may be used to overriding paintComponent to do
custom drawing. We won’t be taking that approach. Instead, you will draw into @buffer,
and a method in Utilities will draw this image into the window. After @buffer has been
created, call setup (a mixed-in method), and draw_all_columns to draw the initial view into
@buffer.

• Method draw_all_columns, which accepts no parameters. For the time being, stub it out
with this code:

g = @buffer.createGraphics()
draw_overlay(g, 0, 0, getWidth, getHeight, 255)
repaint

This turns our BufferedImage image into a conventional Graphics object (like that which
paintComponent receives as a parameter) and draws a debugging widget provided by Utilities.

At this point, you should be able to test all preceding code. Create a new Wasd instance and
verify that the player moves in the overlay using W to advance, S to retreat, A to strafe left, D to
strafe right, Q to turn left, and E to turn right.

2.5 ThreadPool

Write class ThreadPool in file threadpool.rb. This class represents a fixed-size set of generic
worker threads. It has the following public interface:
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• Method initialize, which accepts a number of threads. It spawns off the specified number
of threads. It also creates a jobs queue. Since many threads will be accessing this queue
concurrently, access must be synchronized. Use Ruby’s Queue class, which is thread-safe.
Each thread follows the general algorithm described earlier:

until told otherwise
dequeue job
execute job

end

How do we tell the thread to stop? We’ll introduce the idea of a poison pill. If the job yields
true, the thread should stop. If the job yields false, the thread will continue on to the next
job:

while not poisoned
dequeue job
is poisoned = execute job

end

• Method schedule, which accepts a block parameter representing the job to enqueue. It
appends this block to the end of the queue. We won’t expect the caller to be concerned about
the poison pill, which is an internal detail. Instead, we’ll wrap the caller’s block up in an outer
block that sneaks in a false poison pill that will keep the thread alive:

do
yield
false

end

To capture a block and enqueue it (to turn a verb into a noun), we must convert it to what
Ruby calls a Proc object. This can be done with the lambda function:

lambda do
yield
false

end

A Proc instance can be run via its call method.

• Method stop. It stops all threads gracefully by scheduling blocks yielding true poison pills.
How many of these jobs are needed to ensure all threads exit? As each thread consumes a
poison pill, it exits and won’t process any more jobs. So, we need as many poison pills as we
have threads.

After inserting the pills, we must join each thread to clean up its resources. Assuming you
have an array of threads, what method can you use to apply join to each?

2.6 Wasd, Part 2

With a data structure for making tasks concurrent, we can now implement our parallel raycasting
in Wasd. Augment it in the following ways:

• Create a thread pool in initialize.
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• Alter draw_all_columns to no longer draw the overlay. Instead draw a solid rectangle across
the entire image.

For each column in the image, schedule a task in the thread pool to draw that column.
Computing the column’s height and drawing it are interesting algorithms, but they require
more explanation than we have time and space for. Instead, the Utilities mixin provides a
draw_one_column method that accepts a Graphics object and column index as parameters.
It computes the distance to the nearest wall in the specified column and draws a wall of the
appropriate height. Call this method in your queued job.

When all columns have been drawn, we want to issue a repaint call. However, the drawing
of columns has been distributed across threads, and we don’t have a simple way of knowing
when the job is done. We’ll fix that by using a mutex and a condition variable. A mutex
provides a lock that only one thread can hold at a time. Once owned, only the owning thread
can release it. A condition variable is used with a mutex to represent a shared resource to
which threads may request access and which can serve as mechanism for threads to alert each
other of certain conditions being met. We can describe the general pattern for two threads to
coordinate and communicate as follows. In thread A, we have:

mutex.synchronize do
# initialize shared resource
# spawn off thread B

# release shared resource/lock for other thread to use
# and block until a condition has been met
cv.wait(mutex)

# regain exclusive access to resource
end

In thread B, we have:

# do independent preliminary work

# request shared resource
mutex.synchronize do

# tweak shared resource
# announce that condition has been met, letting
# thread A unblock
cv.signal

end

For our raycaster, our shared resource is a simple column counter. When all columns have
been drawn, we can issue our repaint call:

@mutex.synchronize do
ncolumns so far = 0

for each column index c
schedule this task in pool:

draw_one_column g, c
@mutex.synchronize do

increment ncolumns so far
@cv.signal
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end
end

while ncolumns so far < total number of columns
@cv.wait(@mutex)

end

repaint
end

Time your implementation with a differing number of threads in the ThreadPool:

start = Time.now
# do parallel work, wait on @cv
end = Time.now
puts (end - start) * 1000

In your Piazza post, provide millisecond times for 1, 2, 4, and 8 threads.

3 Later-week Qualifications

Later-week submission is not available for this last assignment of the semester.

4 Submission

To submit your work for grading:

1. Run the grading script from your homework directory using ../specs/grade.

2. Commit and push your work to your repository.

3. Verify that your solution is on Bitbucket by viewing your repository in a web browser.

A passing grading script does not guarantee you credit. Your grade is conditioned on a few things:

• You must meet the requirements described above. The grading script checks some of them,
but not all.

• You must successfully submit your code to your repository. Expect to have issues with Git.

• You must not plagiarize. Write your own code. Talk about code with your classmates. Ask
questions of your instructor or TA. Do not look at others’ code. Do not ask questions specific
to your homework anywhere online but Piazza. Your instructor employs a vast repertoire of
tools to sniff out academic dishonesty, including: drones, moles, and a piece of software called
MOSS that rigorously compares your code to every other submission. You don’t want to live
in a world serviced by those who squeaked by through questionable means. For your future
self, career, and family, do your own work.

The grading script allows you to signal your instructor when requirements are met. You only
need to send an email if you qualified for later week submission and are resubmitting after the
original deadline.
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